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Abstract
Recent theories on regional creative capacity often focus on urban regions without taking
into account rural regions. In addition, the application of such analyses to rural regions may
lead to misrepresentation or misunderstanding of rural creative capacity. Against this
background, the aim of the present study is to integrate the existing literature on different
components of creative capacity, viz., knowledge, innovation, entrepreneurship and networks,
in order to build a more comprehensive framework for rural creative capacity and its
evaluation. In the light of the perspective from the empirical literature review on the
evaluation of creative capacity in rural regions, various empirical measurements seem to
misrepresent or underestimate the creative capacity of rural regions. Therefore, there is a
clear need to use the locality in relation to its dynamics, i.e. tacit knowledge, cultural
heritage and social and physical environment, as the main and basic measurement unit for
creative capacity analysis.
Keywords: Creative capacity, rural regions, innovation, sustainable competitive advantage

1. Creative Capacity Studies
Creative capacity studies have a long and outstanding history in the field of psychology
focusing on the capacity of individuals, groups and organizations – particularly firms. But,
regional creative capacity is the subject of recent studies which focus particularly on
especially urban and developed regions. ‘Creative capacity’ means the capability of any
region to generate knowledge, and thus to achieve innovation and the diffusion of innovation
activity, while ensuring the viability and sustainability of this process.
There are several reasons why such studies focus mainly on urban regions. One is that
the effectiveness of creative capacity can be measured over a long-term period. It is much
easier to generate theories and to develop the concept for urban regions which have already
benefitted from their creative capacity for a longer time than rural regions have done. Also,
the regional creativity concept was first introduced in cities and urban areas by Florida in
2002. Another reason is the limitations of data on rural regions, i.e. the lack of such data; the
difficulty to obtain and collect accurate data; the lack of comparable data.
Rural regions are by far different from urban regions in terms of their socio-economic
structures. They are usually evaluated as less developed than urban regions. Therefore rural
regions have poor living conditions. As Sen stated in his work, according to the Aristotelian
perspective, the richness of human life was explicitly linked to the necessity to “first ascertain
the function of man,” followed by exploring “life in the sense of activity” (Sen, 2000). This
statement actually emphasizes that in regions where the poverty is obvious the opportunities
rely on the activity thus, on distinct capabilities and functionings (Sen, 2000).
However creativity theories focus on urban regions and usually
misrepresent/underestimate creativity in rural regions, rural regions show an increasing trend
in order to attract creative class. Creative class attracted by rural regions can be different than
the creative class of Florida but they are people in action that realize economic opportunities
and create their own innovative activities. This attraction is not obtained by technology,
availability of infrastructures or job opportunities but rather by the quality of life and locality
characteristics of rural regions (Gülümser et al., 2009). Therefore, rural regions have no
longer the deprivation of their capabilities that the poverty is seen as but rather regions of
opportunities. Due to the demographic changes in rural areas, socio-economic
transformations can be sometimes problematic sometimes successful. But for sure, they have
become more dynamic by having various intervening opportunities. Therefore, these
transformations change also the position of rural areas in the global market and competitive
arena. In other words, the heartland-hinterland paradigm is lost in our knowledge-based era
as rural regions also enjoy the benefits from its localities (Brown and Grillard, 2006). From
this point of view, it is possible to define rural areas as settlements characterised by a unique
cultural, economic and social fabric, an extraordinary patchwork of activities, and a great
variety of landscapes (Cork Declaration, 1996).
Rural regions entered in the global competition arena by the sustainable development
and endogenous development efforts. Both development attempts aim to promote locality
features in the global arena mainly by the ignition of entrepreneurship and research and
development (R&D). Knowledge, innovation, creativity, entrepreneurship and networks are
seen as the real engine of economic and sustainable growth particularly over long term period
(Florida, 2002; 2005; Forte et al., 2005), however they had a negative destructive effect
especially on social environment. Although the contribution of creative capacity is very much
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discussed in the literature, the negative impact on social environment especially in rural
regions which are closed social communities is discussed in a very literature, e.g. Dargan and
Schuksmith, 2008. Therefore, in the literature, the effect of creative capacity offers a dual
approach.
The well-managed development of these five concepts and their cyclic interrelations
can lead to sustainable competitive advantage for a region by exploitation of its uniqueness.
The uniqueness of a region can be seen as creativity (Bowen et al., 2006) which is the
necessary starting point of innovation in order to exploit new ideas, creating or transforming
a form of knowledge (Fritsch, 2007). In addition, creativity is at the heart of the quest for a
sustainable competitive advantage (Santanen et al., 2000). Therefore, innovation is the
process of the application of output of creativity act by using effective techniques associated
with technology and R&D systems and also shaped by the demand in the market (Kirchhoff,
1994; Busenitz et al., 2000). Thus, the innovative output which is a type of knowledge (see
for further information ‘Knowledge Production Function’ in Grilliches, 1990; Audretsch,
2003) is ready to be promoted in the market or to create a new niche market for it in order to
compete. The achievement of the complex route of sustainable competitive advantage to
success of a region however seems to depend mainly on the creation of an innovative and
entrepreneurial milieu, the creative capacity of a region is the basic identifier to reach success
in sustainable development. Capacity of region means what exist and what can exist or be
absorbed by a region. But regional creative capacity and its dimensions are mainly measured
by returns and output of the processes of which effectiveness and efficiencies depend on
creative capacity. In other words, creative capacity of a region is usually measured by already
existing strengths of regions rather than their intervening opportunities. Therefore, creative
capacity of a region can be sometimes under estimated or represented.
The literature on some components of creative capacity is very well developed while
the rest is not yet studied enough in order to overcome with general arguments on rural
creative capacity. Thus, there is a need to combine the current knowledge on innovation and
rural regions in order to conduct more effective researches and policies for the best of
sustainable rural development. In addition, the theoretical evaluation of creative capacity do
not match with some of the empirical evidences in rural studies literature, e.g. Keeble et al.,
1992; North and Smallbone, 2000. On this basis, the aim of this paper is to reflect the
existing literature on different components of creative capacity, viz. knowledge, innovation,
creativity, entrepreneurship and networks from a rural specific perspective while generating
overall arguments about rural creative capacity. In order to achieve our aim, due to the lack of
rural creative capacity instead of focusing immediately on the concept on the success route of
a region in terms of achieving sustainable competitive advantage.
Section 2 describes the concepts and the stages of the success route of a region while
Section 3 offers how the creative capacity is measured in the literature. Section 4 investigates
the rural creative capacity compared with the urban creative capacity. Section 5 generates
arguments on the important highlights about how to evaluate rural creative capacity. The
study concludes with some propositions to evaluate rural creative capacity.
2. The Success Route of A Region: Concepts and Stages
The basic success route of a region depends on the innovation process of which the output is
promoted in the competitive arena (Figure 1). However it seems simple, both the
achievement of innovation process and promotion process do not automatically bring success
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to a region (Florida, 2002; 2005; Forte et al., 2005; Napier and Nilsson, 2006), thus region
which terminated/passed these stages can always fail (Figure 1). Each process itself has its
complexity and sub-stages which need special treatment and careful management. In this
section, we focus on two stages; innovation and promotion stages on the basis of five
components of creative capacity, viz. knowledge; innovation, creativity, entrepreneurship and
networks.

Figure 1. Basic success route of a region
However innovation is usually connected to high-tech or technological
novelty/progress, it is actually the process of generating and applying creativity by the
promotion of an existing product which ends up with and output of new product (Figure 2).
Here when we talk about a product we simply mean ‘knowledge’.

Figure 2. Stages of innovation process
The complexity starts at this stage/ in our dynamic world an existing product or
simply the input of the first stage of the innovation is a form of knowledge. In a region, there
exist different forms of knowledge (Tovey, 2008). Knowledge which is actually a process
itself can be evaluated mainly in two types first tacit knowledge which carried by the mind of
an individual therefore, the access is not easy while the second type is the explicit knowledge
which is the codification of tacit knowledge and easy to communicate with (Polanyi, 1997).
In the knowledge-based economy, discussed knowledge is basically forms of explicit
knowledge. The forms of such knowledge in a region are:
(1) Tacit/Traditional knowledge: is also called indigenous knowledge and local
knowledge which refers usually the traditions and practices transferred for
generations and is the economic resource of neo-endogenous development (Ray,
1998). However local knowledge is usually mixed with the knowledge in the locality
which can be in another form of knowledge i.e., transferred or expert knowledge or
brought knowledge by migrants or newcomers depending on the diversity of the
region and the intensity of external ties (Siebert et al., 2008).
(2) Transferred/Brought knowledge: is basically the knowledge beyond the region which
is brought or transferred through networks and became knowledge of the population.
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It can be scientific knowledge, expert knowledge or also learnt knowledge through
education.
(3) Created knowledge: is the knowledge which is new for and generated in the region.
Knowledge is a complexity of perception, learning, communication, association and
reasoning. In a knowledge-based economy, overtime, all forms of knowledge will become the
knowledge in the region or local knowledge thus, the distinction of different forms of
knowledge depend on profiles of actors, i.e. experience; education; skills; age; origin;
expertise; and their background. For instance, an elderly local inhabitant can use traditional
knowledge while scientist can use created knowledge as the input of innovation process. On
the other hand, knowledge as the output of the innovation process is somehow a processed
knowledge and a new product.
Having the input, the first stage of innovation process is the ‘creation/generation’
stage referred in the literature as knowledge creation (Nonaka, 1994). At this stage, by using
an existing product, new ideas, concepts, and associations are generated. This act is called
‘creativity’ which is regarded as one of the most important elements of human capital in
keeping and long term viability (Wiig, 1997). The second stage of innovation is the
‘application’ of new ideas using the output of previous stage. New ideas are generated in
order to obtain efficiency and productivity thus application process needs a well-developed
research and development system in itself. R&D is a systematic tool to ensure the success of
the result of the innovative process. R&D is very much related to innovation thus is
undertaken in association with technology or technological development, but it is much more
related to social and natural sciences development and sometimes does not dominantly use
technology. R&D will also generate insights for the achievement of success route for the
stage of promotion by investigating the availability of the product in the market and/or the
availability of a market or demand for the new product. In other words, R&D will also
specify insights for the strategies of promotion process.
Besides R&D, the application process needs also an adoption/adaptation/absorption
process through which the performer of the application of new ideas will assimilate and learn
application techniques. The adoption process is not only valid for the innovator/ the
entrepreneur but also for the scientist who learn from the local inhabitants. The last process in
the route of success is the promotion stage. This process may be not the fundamental but it is
the indispensable one in the success route. Without this stage, the innovation process can be
worthless. However we do not focus in the marketing of the product in order to be able to
understand the fundamental role of creative capacity and the importance of specific actors,
i.e. entrepreneurs, and specific concepts, i.e. networks and ties, we can discuss in a broader
sense this stage as well.
Promotion stage is much related to the actor and their networks. At this stage, besides
the infrastructure and market situation, the personality of the actor plays a crucial role. Actor
– more specifically innovator – in order to reach his/her aim needs to be a risk taker, fearless
and trusted. An innovator is already a risk taker concretizing new ideas but need to be more
courageous to expose its product into the market. On this basis, innovation is always seen
linked to entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurship is the willingness and ability to convert new
idea into a successful innovation, thus into the competitive market. However there is no
common definition of entrepreneurship (Wenneker and Thurik, 1999; Nijkamp, 2003; Naudé,
2007). Entrepreneurship is definitely related to innovation (Schumpeter, 1934; 1950) and risk
taking (Knight, 1967; Drucker, 1970) and its contribution to both local and the national
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economy is accepted by various researchers from different fields, thus is regarded as the main
tool of sustainable development.
The last concept of the success road in a knowledge based economy is the ‘network’.
The term network is used by many disciplines (Camagni and Salone, 1993; Ward and
Williams, 1997; Sassen, 2001; Trullén and Boix, 2003; Taylor, 2004). But it means basically
the interconnectivity. There are various types of networks of individuals, i.e. social;
knowledge, economic. Thus here, what is meant by network is the all interrelations of actors
in the region which contribute to different stages of the success process especially to the
promotion and transfer of the innovative output. In knowledge-based economy a network is
not limited to face-to-face relations but includes relations obtained by any communication
facilities in which the knowledge of transfer can be realized. Therefore, in the ICT era, one of
the main tools to widen or create a network is the use of diverse telecommunication systems.
Having the sustainable competitive advantage in knowledge-based economy, the
success road seems to be a cyclical process rather than a linear process. The endogenous
dynamism, growth and the active mechanisms of change which are very much concentrated
on the phenomena of entrepreneurship and innovation can secure regional competitive
advantage (Scott, 2006). But the dynamic form and individualistic structure of knowledge
and also creativity led each success road of and inside the regions. In this section, we
summarized the literature on the success route of a region. Although most of the literature is
on urban regions, in order to investigate the rural regional creative capacity, it is important to
understand how the creative capacity and its components are related to the regional scale.
3. Measuring Creative Capacity
The concept has five components, viz. knowledge; innovation; entrepreneurship; creativity;
and networks (Table 1). To use these components and their indicators to measure regional
creative capacity has both advantages and disadvantages. The first component ‘knowledge’ as
an input in the success route towards obtaining sustained competitive advantage in the
knowledge-based economy is usually measured by the values, culture and traditions in the
region. It is the most difficult component to measure as it depends on the codification of
individuals found out during research or in documentations. It is very important to measure
such component in order to reflect locality features and codify hidden/unknown knowledge to
be ready for transfer. Knowledge existing in the region is one of the keys to the success of
that region (Maskell et al., 1998). It gives insights about the reasons, motivations and
capabilities of individuals, communities, organizations which will facilitate the
implementations of success route. The difficulty of accessing and the possibility of
misinterpreting of the knowledge when retrieving it from local practices, observations and
documentation, and also the individualistic and cognitive structure of knowledge can be seen
as the disadvantages or the failure of this component (Neelamegehan and Chester, 2006). In
other words, knowledge which is the basic component must be carefully investigated.
The second component is ‘innovation’. Innovation being the most discussed process is
very well-documented in the literature, but still maintains its paradoxical structure.
Innovation or its output as knowledge is measured by research and development (R&D)
structures of both private and public initiatives – particularly universities: its rate of return,
expenditures and employment; patents; technological parameters; productivity; diversity of
industries; characteristics of region with a special focus on specific sectors known as
innovative sectors (Grilliches, 1990; Rogers, 1998; Audretsch, 2003). The measurement of
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innovation is very important as it is related to productivity, efficiency, growth and it is one of
the key contributors to the elimination of regional disparities while reflecting contemporary
face of a region. Therefore, measurement of innovation have numerous advantages among
which its capability to facilitate and orient future policies, investment decisions of both public
and private stakeholders; and its ability to ease the interpretation of growth and needs of a
region to obtain sustained competitive advantaged can be mentioned.
The third component is ‘entrepreneurship’ which was ignored in the early economic
theories, but recently became one of the key elements of competitiveness and development.
Due to diverse definition of entrepreneurship, its measurement has various parameters
depending on the scale and focus of the research. But quality and quantity of social and
human capital, characteristics and background of entrepreneurs and characteristics of
businesses are the main parameters for the measurement of entrepreneurship. Basically,
entrepreneurship refers only to the entrepreneur not only as an individual but also as a change
agent in an environment, and is very much related to the notions of social capital and
networks (Noteboom, 1999; Cooke, 2002; Elfring and Hulsink, 2003; Westlund and Bolton,
2003). Due to the importance of the notion in boosting the socio-economic development and
its power in changing socio-economic environments, the measurement provides an
understanding of actions, trends, motivations and relations in the region. Moreover, the
diversity face of the notion itself can cause disadvantages of the measurement. The
measurement of the entrepreneurship is weak in terms of its dependency on the individual
dependency of the researcher and research questions. Entrepreneurship measurement is again
important for policy and strategy development.
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Table 1. Measurement of creative capacity
Component
Advantages
Disadvantages
Knowledge as an input
can be misrepresented
reflect locality
difficult to access
values
creates transfer of
individualistic – personal
culture
knowledge
cognitive
traditions
ignores traditional
Innovation/Knowledge
knowledge, give too much
as an output
importance to scientific
R&D ease policy
implementations
and
knowledge and biased
patents
towards technology and
diversity of industries investment decisions
misinterpreted/
technology easy to interpret growth
questionable, regional
productivity and competitiveness
capacity
characteristics are missing
characteristics of the
especially natural and manregion environment is included
made environment and
capital.
Entrepreneurship
characteristics of
entrepreneurs
characteristics of
ease the interpretations of
depends on researcher’s
business
policy and actions in
interpretation
human capital
regions
social capital
sectors
social structure of the
region
open to discussion /
Creativity
questionable,
creativity indexes
newly developed and onecreative class
explains the residual
sided and biased
demographics
missing part of the growth
interpretation of less
creative industries
developed or innovative
regions
Network
difficult to understand and
sometimes misrepresented
market relations solve the complexity of
in terms of social relations
market conditions running operations
and informal relations
use of ICT efficiency
The main component of creative capacity is no doubt ‘creativity’. This notion, having
more than 60 definitions elucidated with respect to the arts, has a long history especially in
the field of psychology (Sternberg, 1998). In contrast, creativity in regions or cities – a
recently developed form of creativity – was first introduced by Florida (2002). However,
being so recently popularized, there are not many contributions to the measurement of
creativity, and Florida’s own measurement has been criticized. The notion in regional
sciences fostered and became a relevant way of explaining the residual of early functions by
giving much importance on knowledge and thus measurement is basically related to workers
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having a knowledge-based job. Regional creativity is measured by different indexes, i.e. the
bohemian index; the gay index; the diversity index with a special focus on a group of people
called the ‘creative class’, who work in the ‘creative industries’. Factors that attract the
creative class are not just the job opportunity but the cultural supply; tolerance; openness to
new ideas, new people and new lifestyles; and also the stimulus or inspiration of new
experience. Because of the recent development of the notion of creativity, it remains obscure
and open to discussion, and therefore there have been many criticisms on the scientific and
empirical side of the study (i.e. Glaeser, 2005; Qian and Roger, 2008), or it has been
recommended that the field must be revisited (Scott, 2006; Peck, 2007). Thus, it is accepted
in the academic arena that the field of creativity is empirically and statistically biased and
misinterpreted including the paradoxical sometimes insufficient side of the measurement.
However, it is also evident that creativity can provide a boom in the economy and increases
the competitive advantage of a region (Scott, 2006).
The last and the most important component of regional creative capacity is ‘network’.
Network, which realizes the transfer of product – particularly knowledge, became the key
parameter of obtaining success in the knowledge-based economy. A network consists of
individual actors, which are called nodes and the relationships between them that are called
ties. In the literature, there are at least 14 types of networks, e.g. policy networks,
collaborative networks and action networks (Agranoff, 2006). Through network(s),
innovation can create a sustained competitive advantage and thus a region can be visible. The
parameters of networks are also diverse but basically focuses on characteristics, depth and
nature of relations and tools of communications i.e., ICT and their efficient use in both
market and socio-economic region. Measuring networks provide insights about the complex
systems in a region but can misrepresent as it usually neglects or has difficulties to measure
informal networks.
The measurement of regional creative capacity is not yet clearly identified however it
has basic assumptions in terms of capacity of cities and urban regions, however these
assumptions may differentiate in rural regions. This calls for a specific focus for rural
regions. Therefore in the next section, we will compare urban and rural regions on the basis
of their creative capacity components.
4. Regional Creative Capacity: Urban Regions vs. Rural Regions
Rural areas used to be isolated, traditional and less-developed regions in a country, and were
usually seen as the opposite of, and dependent on, urban areas (Jacobs, 1969). But, in our
modern age, they have enjoyed the benefits of the ICT era and can be distinguished less than
in the past from urban areas and cities, with the exception of their demographic and natural
characteristics (Gülümser et al., 2008b). In urban regions, the structure of life is usually based
on the pursuit of jobs and opportunities but in rural regions job follows the pursuit of quality
of life and lifestyles, desire of people (Vias, 1999; Malecki, 2003; Labrianidis and
Kalogeresis, 2006).
In the field of regional sciences, there is a very limited number of studies which
investigates the creativity and creative capacity of rural regions. On the other hand, urban
regions and cities are the main interest of creativity studies. Limited available data on rural
regions, diversity of economic activities in today’s rural regions and their dynamism
increased and intensified the complexity of rural regions. Therefore, rural regions are not
anymore the homeland of agriculture but regions of diverse intervening opportunities. The
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latest discussions on the distinction of urban and rural regions stress more on the
convergences of these different types of regions. The urban-rural dichotomy is the oldest and
endless discussion on everyday life, policy circles and academic arenas of diverse disciplines.
However urban and rural regions are not seen as dichotomous as rural regions can also
benefit from what ICT era and knowledge-based economy offer. However they are physically
different but functionally interrelated and close to each other in terms of the diversity and the
increase of flows and different accumulation. Their differences in terms of socio-economic
structures and regional characteristics by their visibility and capabilities in the global arena
remain the same.
Ideal incubator area offering many different positive externalities (Struyk and James,
1975) is claimed to occur most often in the core areas of large urban regions with their dense
infrastructures, their abundant supplies of rental premises for commercial use, and their
diverse services (Scott, 2006). Hence new entrepreneurial ventures will be most likely to
flourish. But they are not sufficient to explain the whole because of their evacuation of social
context, misleading biological metaphor stands in the way of a more resolute grasp of the
social and spatial forces at work (Scott, 2006).
The results of empirical studies show that urban areas compared with rural areas have
much more creative capacity and are able to transform this into strengths and opportunities
(Table 2). In addition, the strengths of urban areas are seen as weaknesses of rural areas.
However, these weaknesses are basically opportunities that can be transformed into strengths
in the future with right and clever policies. Nevertheless, sometimes these opportunities are
also seen as threats for rural areas. For example, the increasing trend of counterurbanization
which brings diversity to the knowledge base in rural localities, can destroy the tacit
knowledge which has already been transformed over the generations. In addition, with
counterurbanization and the changing quality of life, rural areas are becoming the place of
experiencing the desired lifestyle for urban inhabitants thus contributing to the displacement
of the indigenous inhabitants. This does not ease but, on the contrary, strengthens the ruralurban migration.
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Table 2. Summary of urban and rural regional creative capacity studies
Urban Creative Capacity Studies
Strength
Weakness
Transferred/brought knowledge: diversified Traditional Knowledge: transformed
easy to access
Created knowledge: technology based –
Social Ties: mixed ties
diversified – high registered (high patent)
Innovation: high – easy to achieve – high
R&D – high level of productivity in all
sectors
Entrepreneurship: small, medium or large
size of business – high growth
Creativity: high economic success
Promotion: easy access to ICT – efficient use
of ICT – diverse and extensive market
Human Capital: highly skilled/educated
Actors: courageous
Support: diverse
Opportunity
Threat
Traditional Knowledge: diversity of culture
Entrepreneurship: shorter establishment
Innovation: low risk – based on technology –
easy to adopt –fast take-ups – high
Networks: depends on individual ties
technology
Entrepreneurship: mixed business formation
Human Capital: excess
– stable business formation
Creativity: high technology use – diversified
among sectors – fine arts – openness –
Natural Capital: destroyed
tolerance – high technological – high
artistic/cultural
Networks: high density – informal/formal
Actors: mobile
networking
Human Capital: any labour
Man-made Capital: high infrastructure –
diversified
Sector: diverse
Actors: mobile
Rural Creative Capacity Studies
Strength
Weakness
Created knowledge: exists through needs of
Traditional knowledge: relatively protected
inhabitants – limited – usually remains as
unknown (low patenting)
Innovation: low rather continuity of existing
– high risk – difficult to achieve – low
technology – R&D exists only if government
Entrepreneurship: longer establishment
invests in it and universities exist in the
immediate environment
Entrepreneurship: small growth – less mixed
Network: low formal network – high
business formation – unstable business
informal networking
formation
10

Social Capital: strong internal ties

Natural Capital: well-protected
Actors: stable

Opportunities
Traditional knowledge: Single culture
Transferred/brought knowledge: exist sideby-side in the region
Innovation: high level of productivity in
agriculture and manufacturing
Entrepreneurship: small size of business
Creativity: inspiration for art – economic –
artistic/cultural
Natural Capital: well-protected
Man-made capital: one form

Creativity: very low high tech – focused on
agriculture and manufacturing as the techuser sectors – open depending on the
localism – low level of tolerance – no or few
technological
Promotion: difficult to access
Network: limited density – depends on the
defensive localism – low formal network,
high informal networking
Human capital: shortage – family labour
Man-made capital: single
Sector: mainly based on agriculture and
manufacturing
Actors: Stable – fear
Support: Limited
Threats
Transferred/brought knowledge: difficult to
access
Innovation: lack of technology – difficult to
adopt – slow take-ups
Promotion : limited use of ICT – limited
market
Human capital : low skilled / less educated
Man-made capital: shortage of infrastructure

Empirical studies suggest that tacit knowledge can be the best input for R&D
activities, and scientific knowledge needs to respect and try to understand instead of ignoring
it, and to assimilate such knowledge (Fonte, 2008). Thus, R&D activities based on
technology first in agriculture later in manufacturing however increased the productivity and
rates of returns in both economic and social environment, their side effects are seen.
Therefore, today, scientists try to generate organic farming culture in rural regions which is
the combination of tacit knowledge and R&D but not the technological side. Again another
thing related to technology is the lack of infrastructure in rural regions. Although rural
regions are eager to benefit from ICT, and rural inhabitants participate in ICT training and
extension more than might be expected, the efficient use of ICT has not yet been achieved in
rural regions, as rural inhabitants do not have enough technical infrastructure to practice their
skills and learnt knowledge.
Not only in technology but also in entrepreneurship it might be expected that there
will be less growth, and less innovative activities in rural areas. However, some empirical
evidence shows that actually rural regions are more innovative and entrepreneurial than their
urban counterparts (Keeble et al., 1992; North and Smallbone, 2000). These results are due to
the research focus and rural specific treatments, so that the generalization of regional creative
capacity for both urban and rural regions can misrepresent the intervening opportunities of
rural regions and related policies, thus, putting their cultural heritage in danger. In other
words, in terms of abilities and capabilities urban and rural regions are quite different. This
11

means comparing ‘apples’ and ‘pears’ with same parameters can cause problems. On this
basis, the next section offers an argumentative approach of creative capacity for rural regions.
5. Creative Capacity of Rural Regions: An Argumentative Approach
On the basis of above-mentioned reasons and on the basis of recent empirical evidence on
regional creative capacity, evaluating rural regions using the same approaches and
measurement techniques applied to urban regions seems to fail (McGranahan and Wojan,
2007). These applications have usually resulted in indications of shortages and defficiencies
in rural regions, i.e. infrastructure, human capital or technology, while stressing the
weaknesses of rural regions. Therefore, rural regions are usually seen as places which have
less creative capacity. On the contrary, rural-specific studies have proved the high level of
creative capacity in rural regions. The reason is that usually rural-specific studies use a
positive approach to evaluate rural regions.
Because of these diverse and contradictory results and the limited number of
empirical studies focusing on rural regional creative capacity, an overall argument about rural
creative capacity has not yet been provided in the literature. This calls for a systematic review
of the literature of the components of creative capacity. Thus, this paper offers an
argumentative approach both in the sense of representing the complexity of each dimension
of creative capacity of a region and the capacity itself on the basis of the combination of
empirical studies.
Therefore, on the basis of a review of empirical studies and the literature review, we
have generated three arguments viz., (1) rural creative capacity needs a more rural-specific
approach; (2) rural creative capacity depends on locality features; and (3) rural creative
capacity needs more suitable data than registered data. In the following, we will discuss these
arguments by the findings of early applied studies.
1st Argument: ‘Rural creative capacity needs a more rural-specific approach.’
This argument is also the basis of the other two arguments on rural creative capacity. Creative
capacity which was popularized by Florida (2002) is measured as a fast rate of employment
growth not only for urban areas but also for rural regions. McGranahan and Wojan (2007)
applied both Florida’s urban-specific approach (Florida, 2002) and their own rural-specific
approach to measure rural creative capacity. Thus, they proved that an urban-specific
approach underestimates rural creative capacity. The reasons for this underestimation are that
rurality measures, i.e. natural amenities, rural lifestyles and quality of life, are lacking and
urban-specific parameters, i.e. low crime rates, low taxes, high-tech technologies are not
suitable as measures for rural regions. Thus, when evaluating and investigating rural creative
capacity, it is important to keep in mind rural characteristics, rural features and
circumstances.
2nd Argument: ‘Rural creative capacity depends on locality features.’
McGranahan and Wojan (2007) have already shown that rural creative capacity depends on
locality features which are the vehicles of competitiveness in rural regions (Gülümser et al.,
2009). However locality parameters can be multiplied, here we focus on four main features,
viz. (i)traditional/local knowledge; (ii)technology; (iii)human capital; and (iv)distance.
Traditional/Local Knowledge: The existing literature on the new paradigm of rural
development has already taken into consideration local knowledge as the development
resource (Ray, 1998; Ploeg et al., 2000; Marsden, 2003; Ploeg and Renting, 2004; Tovey,
2008). The value of tacit knowledge and the necessity to protect it are mentioned by various
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international groups viz., The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD), the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and the World Trade
Organization (WTO) (Fonte, 2008). Usually knowledge with science and technological
expertise gives little recognition to the role of tacit knowledge in its generation and use
(Koutsouris, 2008) and causes the destruction and loss of local knowledge. But in the national
development process, local values, and world views and understanding of marginalized
communities all need to be recognized, respected, honoured, and adhered to by the
consultants and advisors who may be educated, technologically-advanced urban people
(Neegelhamen and Chester, 2006). In fact, certain types of technological innovation can
revalue rural knowledge especially with respect to the nutritional and medicinal uses of plants
and animals (Fonte, 2008). Tacit knowledge will then be reborn and will be a mixture of
scientific and local knowledge which will increase the productivity, shorten the adoption and
innovation process in rural regions. The use of tacit knowledge will ease the adaptation and
participation in rural areas. Hence, the awareness will increase, and tolerance/openness will
be obtained. Thus, rural regions will attract the creative class and increase their creative
capacity.
Technology: The use of technology may affect tacit knowledge or traditional knowledge
negatively. If this is the case, in rural regions, one might then question the continual
production of new technologies which opens up new possibilities for material and natural
resource exploitation while ushering in new labour processes, increasing productivity and
creating new products and new markets (Tovey, 2008). Innovation plays an essential role for
rural economic development (Barkley et al., 2006). But a scientific-based technical process
can often be something alien to rural practices and institutions (Dargan and Schuksmith,
2008). Therefore, adopting scientific knowledge by embedding, and interacting with, local
conditions is an important opportunity for rural creative capacity by easing the adaptation and
increasing the participation and the enthusiasm of rural inhabitants to be a part of it.
Human capital: The explanation for high innovativeness in rural SMEs is the importance of
quality of life and residential attractiveness considerations for professionally qualified
workers, entrepreneurs and high-tech firm founders, as well as greater availability of space
and room for expansion of innovative and growing businesses (Keeble, 1993). In other
words, it is not the economic challenges and opportunities in rural regions which attract the
creative class, but rather quality-of-life issues (Jones et al., 2003). In an innovation cycle
from adoption to effective use, from effective use to competitive advantage, a higher level of
education is required in order to translate the awareness of what is on offer into practice, but
it is not enough (Cornford et al., 1996). Human capital related to education and employment
skills in rural regions is not registered or confirmed as the experts or the highly-educated
people. The expertise of rural people depends on their local practices and experience which
make them better experts than scientific or educated ones. Thus, respect for the knowledge
and experiences of local people, by consolidating it with education, extension or training
programmes, will create the human capital in rural regions. But, neglecting the knowledge of
rural populations and trying to impose an alien type of knowledge on them will usually not
attract local people to be the source of human capital. Whether they are educated or not, the
rural local population can be seen as the human capital in terms of their various backgrounds.
Distance: in order to clarify this feature, we evaluate it in terms of three types of ‘physical
distance’, which refers to the distance of rural regions to the nearest urban centres and the
innovation clusters and their geographical accessibility; ‘economic distance’, which means
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the place of rural regions and their products in the global markets; and ‘social distance’,
which concerns the networks and relations of rural people through which they become
capable of transferring knowledge and accepting the novelty.
 Physical distance: The distance of rural regions as peripheral and lagging regions and
its effect on the returns of R&D – in a broader sense on innovation and technology –
is discussed widely in the literature. Different views, i.e. the Schumpeterian view, and
the neoclassical view have led to a conflict of perspectives (see Rodriguez-Pose,
2001). For instance, neoclassical theories supported investing in R&D especially in
peripheral and lagging rural regions which can create economic convergence, while
the Schumpeterian view – and also the von Thünen Model and core-periphery theories
– highlighted the complexity of the connection of R&D and growth with a link to the
spillover effects from one region to the neighbouring regions. This conflict has led
public investors to doubt whether it is wise to invest in R&D in rural areas, but there
is still the need to increase their creative capacity and to improve the competitiveness
of economic actors (Rodriguez-Pose, 2001). Alston et al. (2000) supported the
importance of R&D investments and their increasing rate of return in rural regions,
stressing the paradoxical side of these effects. Rural areas are dynamic by being
involved in different networks and offering a diffusion of knowledge, i.e.
relocalization of food, culture, etc. but being more innovative depends on location
(Lundvall, 1992; Cooke et al., 1994). The employment growth in rural regions is
positively associated with innovative activity in nearby metropolitan areas only if the
metropolitan area is a highly active centre of innovation and entrepreneurship
(Barkley et al., 2006). In contrast, recent studies have shown that the increase of the
creative class does not depend on the physical distance or R&D, but depends on the
attractiveness capacity of rural regions and the motivation of entrepreneurs. Thus,
there is no single sign of the association between physical distance and rural creative
capacity, but the association between local characteristics/features and rural creative
capacity is always positive.
 Economic Distance: The economic distance of rural regions is closely related to the
ability both to use and to adapt communication technologies to entrepreneurship in
order to succeed in the knowledge-based economy (Keeble, 1993; North and
Smallbone, 2000; Malecki, 2003; Cannarella and Piccioni, 2005). However, the
adaptation of rural firms and entrepreneurs to the new ICT tools is not easy to
achieve. Although they learn how to use these tools, they are not able to use them in
their business due to the poor provision of communication infrastructure in rural
regions (Grimes, 2000). In other words, rural regions are not yet efficient
beneficiaries of the ICT era, and therefore they are still using the old generation of
ICT, i.e. computers, but are not that involved with the new generation technologies
and e-commerce now widespread in the world. This situation creates an unfair
competitive arena in the global market for the rural economy. Rural and small-town
SMEs development is closely related to the growth in the wide economy of new
specialized niche markets, in which small firms can supply efficiently, even though it
is not more efficiently than large firms (Keeble, 1993). Thus, when evaluating rural
creative capacity, measuring investments in technology – ICT – and the capabilities to
adapt the ICT will offer a better estimation of rural regional creative capacity.
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Social Distance: This third type of distance is a measure of the closeness between
players in a strategic interaction, and has recently been acknowledged to have a
profound influence on individual decisions (see Akerlof, 1997). There is evidence that
social distance matters more than physical distance and even more than economic
distance, in terms of cooperating and transferring knowledge while creating
knowledge externalities (Autant-Bernard et al., 2007). Reducing social distance is
also fundamental for diminishing economic distance. Rural regions possess a very
defensive localism in terms of accepting ‘the new’ (Winter, 2003). Therefore, in rural
regions, the willingness to accept newcomers as well as new economic activities that
can create and increase opportunities, in terms of increasing human capital,
innovation, adaptation and economic diversity, is one of the most important
determinants of rural creative capacity together with the continuity of the existing
economic activities. Thus, instead of measuring the extension and density of social
networks, it is better to measure the openness and tolerance of the rural inhabitants. In
other words, the intensity of social networks and the embeddedness of newcomers
will provide more accurate findings on rural creative capacity.
rd
3 Argument: Rural creative capacity needs more suitable data than registered data.
Rural firms in innovative sectors are underrepresented because of the use of patent data in
many research studies (North and Smallbone, 2000). On this basis, measuring only
technology-based sectors or using patent data can misrepresent the creative capacity of rural
regions. Therefore, instead of measuring rural creative capacity on the basis of bureaucratic
and scientific-based businesses or registered data, it is more useful to measure the potential of
business start-ups which can meet the challenges of local communities and that of the
businesses which use locality features – particularly local knowledge and local culture –
whether combined with technology or not. In other words, rural creative capacity studies
should keep in mind that those rural creative sectors which respond to the demands of postmodern societies while maintaining the continuity of rural characteristics are the innovative
sectors in rural regions.
To measure rural creative capacity by the capability and capacity of rural regions, including
the participation and enthusiasm of rural inhabitants, rather than with registered data, i.e.
patents, the education level of the inhabitants and the accessibility and closeness to urban
regions of rural regions, will be more accurate to estimate the real rural capacity. The creative
capacity of rural regions is different compared with that of urban regions, and the application
of urban-specific approaches misrepresents the actual capacity of rural regions.
6. Retrospect and Prospect
Creativity is a newly introduced concept based on cities and urbanized regions and much
related to capability to attract ‘creative class’. In addition, creative capacity concept is a new
concept for rural discussions. This capability is also called in the literature as creative
capacity of a region. Regional creative capacity is the starting point of a region’s sustained
competitive advantage and its success route therefore, explain economic growth and
development. It is explained by five concepts, viz. (i) creativity; (ii) innovation; (iii)
knowledge; (iv) entrepreneurship; and (v) networks. Among these concepts especially
innovation which is explained by technology, high-tech firms and R&D involvement and
networks referring to market externalities and access to the global market differ in
measurement when rural regional creativity is the focus of the research. But however rural
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regions cannot benefit widely from what on offer in our ICT era, these regions became
attractor of some specific creative industries and creative class. This increasing attractiveness
attracts much attention from researchers from different fields and different research focus but
there is no consensus about how to measure and evaluate rural creative capacity. Also,
theories based on urban regions do not match with the case in rural regions.
On this purpose in this study we aimed to investigate rural creative capacity with an
analytic-synthetic approach in order to highlight distinctions of urban and rural creative
capacity and the basic arguments of rural creative capacity studies. Therefore, we generated
three arguments viz., (1) Rural Creative Capacity needs a more specific rurality approach;
(2) Rural Creative Capacity depends on locality features; and (3) Rural Creative Capacity
needs more suitable data than registered data. The first argument which can be also the basis
of other arguments and selection of the parameters is to keep in mind rurality of the regions
while investigating and evaluating rural creative capacity. Thus, while investigating rural
creative capacity, researchers should take into consideration local knowledge in terms of its
quality and its use as an input of innovation process and also the sectors which include local
knowledge in their innovation and production cycles instead of focusing creative sectors
defined for urban regions. In other words, rural creative capacity studies should be kept in
mind those rural creative sectors which respond to the demand of post modern societies while
maintaining continuity of rurality characteristics are the innovative sectors in rural regions
rather than the ones which use technology. Existing training, education and extension
capabilities and the participation and eagerness to participate on it must be measured while
evaluating rural creative capacity rather than claiming that in rural regions there are a limited
human capital. Therefore, while evaluating rural creative capacity however there is no one
single sign of the association of physical distance and creative capacity of rural regions, the
association of location characteristics, locality features and rural creative capacity is always
positive. The diffusion of innovation, otherwise stated creative capacity is by definition a
function of communication (Hägerstrand, 1966; 1967). Therefore, Hägerstrand (1966) has
claimed that not the physical distance but the links between individuals in circles of
acquaintances and friendship play a remarkably important role for directing information and
influence that exist in farming populations. To sum up in order to evaluate creative capacity,
to measure efficient use of communication technologies and built networks through these
technologies, a better approach will be to measure investments in communication, the
capabilities of entrepreneurs to adapt to the ICT and the capabilities of the region to attract a
share of experienced entrepreneurs with social networks. In addition, in order to evaluate
creative capacity, to measure the openness and tolerance of rural inhabitants to accept
newcomers is much more important than measure the extension and density of social
networks which are already dense and defensive in the locality. Thus rural innovation process
must be taken into consideration according to the infrastructure in rural areas and that using
registered data will mislead interpretations of innovation in rural areas.
The limited number of creative capacity studies and difficulty to synthesize the
literature on different dimensions of creative capacity and unequal development of the
literature created difficulties. However, the importance of locality parameters to measure and
identify creativity of a region and the need for a special focus on rurality remained the same.
Therefore, policy makers or researchers or even entrepreneurs need to forget process and
implication which are mainly try to direct or control with a high hierarchy without respecting
locality features – particularly tacit knowledge – in rural regions. For a sustained competitive
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advantage and economic growth, relating what rural inhabitants know and how science can
improve this knowledge is more important than relocalizing industries and high-tech firms in
rural regions which will cause relocalisation of rural inhabitants and increase the problems of
rural-urban migration and can harm cities more than imagined. However urban and rural
regions cannot be thought separately and so policies cannot distinct urban and rural regions.
In our knowledge-based era, one of the most precious scarce goods i.e. tacit knowledge lay
down in rural regions rather than urban regions. Thus further research should be focused on
ideas in rural regions which do not exist in urban regions but enrich columns in newspapers
and on the diversity of these ideas coming from the locality features and led regions unique.
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